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MEMORANDUM FOR THE 25TH CADET WING 
 
FROM:  CADET COLONEL STEPHEN C. EPP 
 
SUBJECT:  Annex K-Cadet Flight Points 
 
To maintain high morale and participation, the entire 25th Cadet Wing will compete for flight points 
in two categories: honor points and warrior points. These honors are based on performance achieved 
at the individual and flight level during the Fall 2020 semester. Points will be annotated and tallied 
up throughout the Fall 2020 semester and will conclude in rewarding the flight with the most honor 
points per cadet with the distinction of Honor Flight, and the most Warrior points per cadet the 
distinction of Warrior Flight. All flight commanders will send weekly updates of the activities that 
were performed throughout the week in their Weekly Action Reports. Flight Commanders are solely 
responsible for reporting points to the Standards and Evaluations Officer. Points will be awarded on 
the following material (list not all-inclusive): 
 
1.  PFA: Overall average flight scores on the Midterm and Final PFA will yield the following amount 
of points: 
 
     a.  1st overall average score: 40 Warrior Points 
     b.  2nd overall average score: 30 Warrior Points 
     c.  3rd overall average score: 20 Warrior Points 
     d.  4th overall average score: 10 Warrior Points 
 
2.  Flight Challenges: Placement in Flight Challenges to include sport days, ring of fire, hours 
worked outside of PT, etc. will yield to following amount of points: 
 
     a.  1st: 20 Warrior Points 
     b.  2nd: 10 Warrior Points 
     c.  3rd: 5 Warrior Points 
 
3.  Esprit de Corps: As an ongoing competition, flights will be encouraged to participate in Booster 
club events to not only raise money for Booster club, but also raise morale between the AES years. 
At the end of the semester, the flight with the most money raised will receive that following points: 
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     a.  1st: 50 Warrior Points 
     b.  2nd: 25 Warrior Points 
     c.  3rd: 15 Warrior Points 
  
4.  Open Rank Inspections: A passing score for each individual constitutes receiving two or less 
discrepancies on rated areas; penalties will be enforced if uniform standards are not followed. Any 
flights working together to avoid receiving a single gig will earn a 100 Honor Point bonus. The 
flights, which earn the least number of gigs, will receive the following amount of points: 
 
     a.  1st: 40 Honor Points 
     b.  2nd: 30 Honor Points 
     c.  3rd: 20 Honor Points 
     d.  4th: 10 Honor Points 
 
5.  Attendance: Attendance points will be based on the end of semester attendance percentage of each 
flight for PT and LLAB; these points will exclude those who have dropped the program throughout 
the semester. Attendance percentage points will be counted separately for the Spring and Fall 
semesters. 
 
     a.  1st overall average score: 40 Honor Points 
     b.  2nd overall average score: 30 Honor Points 
     c.  3rd overall average score: 20 Honor Points 
     d.  4th overall average score: 10 Honor Points 
 
6.  Recruiting, Community Service and Military Relations Events: Flight will receive three honor 
points per cadet per hour for any of the three categories listed in this section. Community service and 
recruiting hours that count towards Honor points are capped at 15 hours per cadet. It is the 
responsibility of the respective flight commanders to report their tallied points to the CWV Officer 
by the last Monday before Change of Command. Points will also be submitted to the CWV during 
the Midterm and Final Continuity checks. 
 
7.  Other: These points can be from some of the following but not limited to: spirit missions, flight 
t-shirts, flight warrior runs, individual cadet performance (COM/COS), athletic competitions, 
knowledge bowl, etc. The categorization of additional points will be at the discretion of the Wing 
Commander. The Wing Commander will always look for new opportunities to award flight points 
within limits. 
 
8.  Semester scores for categories mentioned throughout will be tracked until the completion of the 
Fall 2020 semester. The Fall 2020 semester scores will be tallied, and awards will be determined at 
the end of the semester, reflecting awards and point values, to determine the Honor and Warrior 
Flights. Standings will be posted in the Detachment by the Detachment Maintenance Officer on the 
1st of every month so that flights can see where they stand. 
 
9.  WARNING: Advances made to get ahead that are done in poor spirit, will result in a loss of 
points. 
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                                                                                     //Signed/sce/AFROTC/22 Nov 2020// 
                   STEPHEN C. EPP, C/Col, AFROTC 
                   25th Wing Commander, Det 025 
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